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Behavior and Milestones

Hands are not for Hitting by Martine Agassi/Feet are not for Kicking by Elizabeth Verdick (board books)
Mine! by Shutta Crum
Hello Genius series (board books) by Michael Dahl
I Can Do It Too! by Karen Baicker
I’m Big! by Karen Katz
No Biting/No Hitting by Karen Katz
No, David! by David Shannon
No More Biting for Billy Goat/ No More Pacifier for Piggy by Bernette Ford
Peekaboo Morning /Uh-Oh! by Rachel Isadora
Please, Baby, Please by Spike Lee

Classics

Are You My Mother? By P.D. Eastman
Big Red Barn by Margaret Wise Brown
The Carrot Seed by Ruth Krauss
Chicka Chicka Boom Boom by Bill Martin
Dear Zoo by Rod Campbell
Each Peach Pear Plum by Janet Ahlberg
From Head to Toe by Eric Carle
Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise Brown
Guess How Much I Love You by Sam McBratney
The Little Mouse, The Red Ripe Strawberry, And the Big Hungry Bear by Don Wood
Jamberry by Bruce Degen
Kitten’s First Full Moon by Kevin Henkes
Little Gorilla by Ruth Bornstein
My Very First Mother Goose by Iona Opie
The Napping House by Audrey Wood
Owl Babies by Martin Waddell
The Three Bears by Byron Barton
The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle
We’re Going on a Bear Hunt by Michael Rosen

**Concept Books**

- **Baby Bear Counts One/Baby Bear Sees Blue** by Ashley Wolff
- **Blue Hat, Green Hat** (board book) by Sandra Boynton
- **A Color of his Own** by Leo Lionni
- **Dog’s Colorful Day** by Emma Dodd
- **Dot** by Patricia Intriago
- **Do You Know which Ones Will Grow?** by Susan Shea
- **Feast for Ten** by Cathryn Falwell
- ** Freight Train** by Donald Crews
- **Guess What?/Guess Where?/Guess Who?** by Guido van Genechten
- **Higher, Higher** by Leslie Patricelli
- **I’m the Biggest Thing in the Ocean** by Kevin Sherry
- **Look Book** by Tana Hoban
- **Mr. Cookie Baker** by Monica Wellington
- **Not a Box** by Antoinette Portis
- **Orange Pear Apple Bear** by Emily Gravett
- **Richard Scarry’s books**
- **The Secret Birthday Message** by Eric Carle
- **Tall!** by Jez Alborough
- **Tumble Bumble** by Felicia Bond
- **Where is the Green Sheep?** by Mem Fox

**Seasonal Stories**

- **Apple** by Nikki McClure
- **Beach Feet** by Kiyomi Konagaya
- **Bear Flies High** by Michael Rosen
- **Cold Little Duck, Duck, Duck** by Lisa Westberg Peters
- **In the Tall, Tall Grass** by Denise Fleming
- **Leaves** by David Ezra Stein
- **Night Lights** by Susan Gal
- **Old Bear** by Kevin Henkes
- **One Hot Summer Day** by Nina Crews
- **Red Hat/Red Sled** by Lita Judge
- **Snowballs** by Lois Ehlert
- **Snow Rabbit, Spring Rabbit** by Il Sung Na
- **The Snowy Day** by Ezra Jack Keats
- **Where is Tippy Toes?** by Betsy Lewin

**Series**

- **Brownie and Pearl** by Cynthia Rylant
- **Carl the Dog** by Alexandra Day
- **Edward Gibb’s I Spy**
George and Martha by James Marshall
Goose and Bear stories by Suzanne Bloom
How Do Dinosaurs... (series) by Jane Yolen
Leslie Patricelli’s board books
Lily and Milo by Pauline Oud
Lola stories by Anna McQuinn
Little Pookie (board books) by Sandra Boynton
Llama, Llama books by Anna Dewdney
Maisy books by Lucy Cousins
Mouse’s First books by Lauren Thompson
Pigeon books by Mo Willems

Silly Books

The Baby Beebee Bird by Diane Redfield Maisie
Bear and Bee by Sergio Ruzzier
Can You Make a Scary Face? by Jan Thomas
Catch that Baby! by Nancy Coffelt
A Dog is a Dog by Stephen Shaskan
Don’t Squish the Sasquatch by Kent Redecker
Duck and Goose by Tadd Hill
Elecopter by Michael Slack
Goodnight, Gorilla by Peggy Rathmann
How about a Kiss for Me? by Todd Tarpley
Monkey and Me by Emily Gravett
Moo, Baa, La, La, La! (board book) by Sandra Boynton
Oh, Daddy by Bob Shea
Oh No, George! by Chris Haughton
Piggy Pie Po by Audrey Wood
Silly Sally by Audrey Wood
The Monster at the End of this Book by Jon Stone
What Will Fat Cat Sit On? by Jan Thomas
Who is Driving? by Leo Timmers

Sweet Stories

Across the Stream by Mirra Ginsburg
A Book of Sleep by Il Sung Na
The Goodnight Train by June Sobel
Hondo and Fabian by Peter McCarty
Hush: A Thai Lullaby by Minfong Ho
Kiss! Kiss! by Margaret Wild
Knuffle Bunny by Mo Willems
I Like it When by Mary Murphy
Little White Rabbit by Kevin Henkes
Mama’s Little Bears by Nancy Tafuri
Moonlight by Helen Griffith
Whose baby Am I? by John Butler
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